We show that Bloch's complex of relative zero-cycles can be used as a dualizing complex over perfect fields and number rings. This leads to duality theorems for torsion sheaves on arbitrary separated schemes of finite type over algebraically closed fields, finite fields, local fields of mixed characteristic, and rings of integers in number rings, generalizing results which so far have only been known for smooth schemes or in low dimensions, and unifying the p-adic and l-adic theory. As an application, we generalize Rojtman's theorem to normal, projective schemes.
Introduction
If f W X ! S is separated and of finite type, then in order to obtain duality theorems from the adjointness R Hom X .Ᏻ; Rf Š Ᏺ/ Š R Hom S .Rf Š Ᏻ; Ᏺ/ for torsionétale sheaves Ᏻ on X and Ᏺ on S, one has to identify the complex Rf Š Ᏺ. For example, if f is smooth of relative dimension d and if m is invertible on S, then Poincaré duality of [1, Exp. XVIII] states that Rf Š Ᏺ Š f Ᏺ˝ ˝d m OE2d for m-torsion sheaves Ᏺ. We show that if S is the spectrum of a perfect field, or a Dedekind ring of characteristic 0 with perfect residue fields, then Bloch's complex of zero-cycles can by used to explicitly calculate Rf Š Ᏺ.
For a scheme X essentially of finite type over S , let ‫ޚ‬ c X be the complex of etale sheaves which in degree i associates to U ! X the free abelian group generated by cycles of relative dimension i over S on U S i which meet all faces properly, and alternating sum of intersection with faces as differentials [5] . Over a field, the higher Chow group of zero-cycles CH 0 .X; i / is by definition the i th cohomology of the global sections ‫ޚ‬ c X .X /, and if X is smooth of relative dimension d over a perfect field k of characteristic p, then ‫ޚ‬ c X =m Š ˝d m OE2d for m prime to p, and ‫ޚ‬ c X =p r Š d r OEd , the logarithmic de Rham-Witt sheaf [15] , [14] .
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Our main result is that if f W X ! Y is separated and of finite type over a perfect field k, and if Ᏺ is a torsion sheaf on X , then there is a quasi-isomorphism (1) R Hom X .Ᏺ; ‫ޚ‬ 1 .X / ! Gal.k/, then for X proper and x X D X k N k, we obtain a short exact sequence
We obtain a similar duality theorem for schemes over local fields of characteristic 0. If f W X ! S is a scheme over the spectrum of a Dedekind ring of characteristic 0 with perfect residue fields, then, assuming the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture, there is a quasi-isomorphism Even though the duality theorem over a field of characteristic p could in principle be formulated by treating the prime to p-part and p-part separately, it is clear that over a Dedekind ring one needs a complex which treats both cases uniformly. If S is the ring of integers in a number ring, and if we define cohomology with compact support H i c .X et ; Ᏺ/ as the cohomology of the complex R c .S et ; Rf Š Ᏺ/, where R c .S et ; / is cohomology with compact support of S [31] , [34] , then combining (2) with Artin-Verdier duality, we get perfect pairings of finite groups [31] for dim X D 1, Milne [34] for dim X D 1 and X possibly singular, or X smooth over S, and Spieß [44] for dim X D 2.
If S is a henselian discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic with closed point i W s ! S , and if we define cohomology with compact support in the closed fiber H We outline the proof of our main theorem (1) . The key observation is that for i W Z ! X a closed embedding over a perfect field, we have a quasi-isomorphism of complexes ofétale sheaves Ri Š ‫ޚ‬ c X Š ‫ޚ‬ c Z (purity). In order to prove purity, we show that ‫ޚ‬ c X hasétale hypercohomological descent over algebraically closed fields (i.e., its cohomology andétale hypercohomology agree), and then use purity for the cohomology of ‫ޚ‬ c X proved by Bloch [4] and Levine [29] . To proveétale hypercohomological descent, we use the argument of Thomason [46] to reduce to finitely generated fields over k, and in this case use results of Suslin [45] for the prime to p-part, and Geisser-Levine [14] and Bloch-Kato [6] for the p-part.
Having purity, an induction and devissage argument is used to reduce to the case of a constant sheaf on a smooth and proper scheme, in which case we check that our pairing agrees with the classical pairing of [1, XVIII] and Milne [35] for the prime to p and p-primary part, respectively.
Throughout the paper, scheme over S denotes a separated scheme of finite type over S. We always work on the smallétale site of a scheme. For an abelian group A, we denote by A D Hom.A; ‫/ޚ=ޑ‬ its Pontrjagin dual, by A^D * li mA=m its pro-finite completion, by m A the m-torsion of A, and by TA D * li m m A its Tatemodule.
The dualizing complex
We recall some properties of Bloch's higher Chow complex [5] , see [12] for a survey and references. For a fixed regular scheme S of finite Krull dimension d , and an integral scheme X essentially of finite type over S , the relative dimension
Here k.X/ is the function field of X, p is the image of the generic point of X in S, and k.p/ its residue field. For example, if K is an extension field of transcendence degree r over k, then the dimension of K over k is r. For a scheme X essentially of finite type over S , we define z n .X; i / to be the free abelian group generated by closed integral subschemes of relative dimension n C i over S on X S i which meet all faces properly. If z n .X; / is the complex of abelian groups obtained by taking the alternating sum of intersection with face maps as differentials, then z n . ; / is a (homological) complex of sheaves for theétale topology [11] . We define ‫ޚ‬
Proof. The prime to p-part has been proved in [15, Th. 4.14, Prop. 4.5(2) ]. For the p-primary part, the quasi-isomorphism is given by [14] 
where G. d n r / is the Gersten resolution arising as the E 1 -complex of the niveau spectral sequence (5)
and similarly for Ᏼ d n ‫ޚ.‬ c =p r .n//. The Gersten resolutions identify via the isomorphisms
for a field k.x/ of codimension i , i.e. transcendence degree d i . The compatibility of cohomology with proper push-forward and flat equidimensional pull-back follows from the corresponding property of the Gersten resolution [16, Prop. 1.18] .
The p-primary part of Proposition 2.2 can be generalized to singular schemes. Let Q r .0/ be the complex ofétale sheaves
used by Moser [36, 1.5] (loc. cit. indexes by codimension, which makes the treatment more complicated). PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over a perfect field k of characteristic p. Then ‫ޚ‬ c =p.n/ Š 0 for n < 0, and there are isomorphisms of étale sheaves Ᏼ i ‫ޚ.‬ c =p r .0// Š Ᏼ i . Q r .0//, compatible with proper push-forward. In particular,
Proof. If n < 0, let R be a finitely generated algebra over k. Write R as a quotient of a smooth algebra A, and let U D Spec A Spec R. Then the localization sequence for higher Chow groups
together with the fact that H i .X Zar ; ‫ޚ‬ c =p.n// D 0 for smooth X and n < 0 [14] shows that H i .Spec R; ‫ޚ‬ c =p.n// Š H i ‫ޚ.‬ c =p.n/.Spec R// Š 0. For n D 0, we can assume that k is algebraically closed. Consider the spectral sequence (5) with mod p r -coefficients. The E 1 s;t -terms vanish for t < 0, and according to [14] , they also vanish for t > 0. Since H s .k.x/; ‫=ޚ‬p r .s// Š H 0 .k.x/ et ; s r /, the cohomology of ‫ޚ‬ c =p r .0/.X/ agrees with the cohomology of the complex Q r .0/.X / in a functorial way.
It would be interesting to write down a map ‫ޚ‬ c =p r .0/ ! Q r .0/ of complexes inducing the isomorphism on cohomology of Proposition 2.3. We will see below that there is a quasi-isomorphism ‫ޚ‬ c =p r .0/ ! Rf Š ‫=ޚ‬p r . On the other hand, Jannsen, Saito, and Sato [20] show that there is a quasi-isomorphism Q r .0/ ! Rf Š ‫=ޚ‬p r . LEMMA 2.4. If Ᏺ is an m-torsion sheaf , then we have a quasi-isomorphism R Hom X;‫=ޚ‬m .Ᏺ; ‫ޚ‬ We also use frequently that for a complex of torsion abelian groups C we have Hom.C ; ‫‪/OE‬ޚ=ޑ‬ 1 Š R Hom.C ; ‫,/ޚ‬ and in particular H i R Hom.C ; ‫/ޚ‬ Š H 1 i .C / .
Étale descent
The main result of this section is purity and a trace map for ‫ޚ‬ c .0/. We give a conceptual proof assuming the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture, and an ad-hoc proof of a weaker, but for our purposes sufficient result, avoiding the use of the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture. We first use an argument of Thomason [46] to show that for n Ä 0, ‫ޚ‬ c .n/ hasétale cohomological descent. THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture holds for schemes over the algebraically closed field k. If X is a scheme over k and n Ä 0,
Proof. Since ‫ޚ‬ c .n/ satisfies the localization property, we can apply the argument of Thomason [46, Prop. 2.8] using induction on the dimension of X, to reduce to showing that for an artinian local ring R, essentially of finite type over k, we have ‫ޚ‬ c .n/.Spec R/ Š R.Spec R et ; ‫ޚ‬ c .n// for n Ä 0. Since ‫ޚ‬ c .n/.U / D ‫ޚ‬ c .n/.U red /, we can assume that R is reduced, in which case it is the spectrum of a field F of finite transcendence degree d over k. We have to show that the canonical map H i .F; ‫ޚ‬ c .n// ! H i .F et ; ‫ޚ‬ c .n// is an isomorphism for all i and n Ä 0. Rationally, Zariski andétale hypercohomology of the motivic complex agree. With prime to p-coefficients, both sides agree for 
, where " denotes the map from the smallétale site to the Zariski site. Finally, ‫=ޚ‬p r .n/ D 0 for n < 0.
We remark that the same argument gives an unconditional result for the cycle complex ‫ޚ‬ COROLLARY 3.3. a) Let i W Z ! X be a closed embedding with open complement U over a perfect field k. Then for every n Ä 0, we have a quasi-isomorphism .n/ because ‫ޚ‬ c .n/.X/ Š R.X et ; ‫ޚ‬ c .n//, and higher Chow groups satisfy localization [4] . The general case follows by applying R G to the distinguished triangle over the algebraic closure of k, for G the absolute Galois group of k.
b) This follows from the homotopy formula (3) for ‫ޚ‬ c .n/ by Theorem 3.1.
As in Proposition 2.1, localization gives COROLLARY 3.4. If X is a scheme over a perfect field k and n Ä 0, then there are spectral sequences
In particular, H i .X et ; ‫ޚ‬ c .n// D 0 for i < n.
3.1.
An alternate argument. We deduce a version of the previous results without using the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture. Instead, we use a theorem of Suslin [45] , who proves that for a scheme X of dimension d over an algebraically closed field k, and an integer m not divisible by the characteristic of k, there is an isomorphism of finite groups CH 0 .X; i; ‫=ޚ‬m/ Š H 2d i c .X et ; ‫=ޚ‬m/ . If X is smooth, then this implies by Poincaré duality that the groups H j .X Zar ; ‫=ޚ‬m.d // and H j .X et ; ‫=ޚ‬m.d // are abstractly isomorphic, but this is weaker than the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture, which states that the canonical (change of topology) map is an isomorphism. Proof. We first prove a) for n D 0. The statement isétale local, so we can assume that k is algebraically closed and that Z and X are strictly henselian. Furthermore, it suffices to show the statement for smooth X. Indeed, if we embed j W X ! T into a smooth scheme, and if
By the remark after Theorem 3.1 and the proof of Corollary 3.3a), the statement is known with ‫ޚ‬ c .p/ -coefficients, hence it suffices to prove it for mod m-coefficients, with m not divisible by the characteristic of k.
Consider the following commutative diagram of maps of long sequences, where the upper vertical maps are the change of topology maps, and the map g is induced by the base-change " Ri
The left two upper maps are isomorphisms because Z and X are strictly henselian. The upper row is exact by localization [4] , and the lower row is exact by definition. By Proposition 2.2, the groups H i .X Zar ; ‫ޚ‬ c X =m/ vanish for i 6 D 2d because X is strictly henselian. Hence for i 6 D 2d; 2d 1 a diagram chase in the commutative diagram
shows that all groups are isomorphic. If i D 2d , then by Proposition 2.2, the map
U =m/ is the identity of the group ‫=ޚ‬m, and
Consequently the lower row of (8) shows that
hence is the zero map as well and we can conclude that
Finally, a part of the upper two rows of (8) gives the commutative diagram with exact rows
We now invoke Suslin's theorem, which implies that the source and target of the surjection f i have the same finite order to conclude that
We now prove b) for n D 0. Rationally and with p-primary coefficients, we haveétale hypercohomological descent, and the claim follows from (3) . With prime to p-coefficients, we embed X into a smooth scheme and use localization a) to reduce to the case that X is smooth. Then we apply Proposition 2.2, and use the homotopy invariance ofétale cohomology of
(a consequence of the smooth base-change theorem and the calculation ofétale cohomology of the affine line).
To obtain a) for arbitrary n Ä 0, we let r D n, consider the diagram
and get that
Now b) for arbitrary n Ä 0 follows from this as above. We now prove c). Since it suffices to find a map over the algebraic closure of k compatible with the Galois action, we can suppose that k is algebraically closed; in this case Rf ‫ޚ‬ c X can be identified with R.X et ; ‫ޚ‬ c X /. From localization a), we obtain a spectral sequence (7),
The terms E 1 s;t vanish for t < 0 as in Theorem 3.1 by reasons of cohomological dimension. (5) and (7), we obtain a diagram
Since the left vertical maps are isomorphisms, so is the right vertical map. We get the trace map as the map of complexes of Galois modules
The main theorem THEOREM 4.1. Let f W X ! k be separated and of finite type over a perfect field. Then for every constructible sheaf Ᏺ on X, there is a canonical quasiisomorphism
! k is a compactification, then the trace map of Proposition 3.5c) induces by adjointness the pairing
The standard argument comparing compactifications shows that this does not depend on the compactification. We proceed by induction on the dimension d of X, and assume that the theorem is known for schemes of dimension less than d . LEMMA 4.2. If f W U ! X is étale, then˛.f Š Ᏺ/ is a quasi-isomorphism on X if and only if˛.Ᏺ/ is a quasi-isomorphism on U . In particular, if f is finite and étale, then˛.Ᏺ/ is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if˛.f Ᏺ/ is a quasiisomorphism.
Proof. This follows by a 5-Lemma argument and induction on the dimension from the map of distinguished triangles 
LEMMA 4.5. If˛.Ᏺ/ is a quasi-isomorphism for all constant constructible sheaves Ᏺ on smooth and projective schemes, then˛.Ᏺ/ is a quasi-isomorphism for all constructible sheaves Ᏺ on all schemes X.
Proof. Replacing X by a compactification j W X ! T and Ᏺ by j Š Ᏺ, we can assume that X is proper. We fix X and show by descending induction on i that the map˛i .Ᏺ/ W Ext 
If˛j .Ᏺ/ is an isomorphism for j > i and all constructible sheaves Ᏺ, then a 5-Lemma argument in (10) shows that˛i .Ᏺ/ is surjective. Since this holds for all constructible sheaves, in particular Ᏺ 0 , another application of the 5-Lemma shows that˛i .Ᏺ/ is an isomorphism.
It remains to prove PROPOSITION 4.6. Let X be smooth and projective over an algebraically closed field k. Then for every positive integer m, the map˛.‫=ޚ‬m/ is a quasiisomorphism R Hom X .‫=ޚ‬m; ‫ޚ‬ Since Rf Ᏻ D R Hom X;‫=ޚ‬m .‫=ޚ‬m; Ᏻ/, it is easy to see that our pairing agrees with the Yoneda pairing, and it remains to show that the trace map agrees with the map of Proposition 3.5c), i.e., the following diagram commutes:
The trace map tr 0 is characterized by the property that it sends the class i . 
Again the trace map is characterized by the property that it sends the class of a closed point i W p ! X to 1 [35, p. 308] , and it suffices to show the commutativity of the diagram .n/ is concentrated in degree zero, hence this vanishes for i > 1. In the general case, we use the spectral sequence
The statement for the extension sheaves follows because Ᏹxt i X .Ᏺ; ‫ޚ‬ c .n// is the sheaf associated to the presheaf U 7 ! Ext i U .Ᏺj U ; ‫ޚ‬ c U .n//.
Duality
If a perfect field k has duality for Galois cohomology with a dualizing sheaf that is related to some ‫ޚ‬ 
Finite fields.
Let G be the absolute Galois group of x ‫ކ‬ q ‫ކ=‬ q with q D p r . The following theorem has been proved by Jannsen, Saito, and Sato [20] and Moser [36] for p-power torsion sheaves, by Deninger [9, Ths. 1.4, 2.3] for curves, and smooth schemes over curves and coefficients of order prime to p, and by Spieß [44] for surfaces. THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a scheme over a finite field, and Ᏺ be a torsion sheaf on X. Then there is a quasi-isomorphism
In particular, if Ᏺ is constructible, there are perfect pairings of finite groups
‫ކ‬ q is the structure map, and if we apply R G to the pairing over x ‫ކ‬ q , then we get
By duality for Galois cohomology, this is quasi-isomorphic to [7] , and in general by Jannsen and Saito [18] , [19] assuming resolution of singularities. One important application of Kato homology is, in view of H 1 .X et ; ‫=ޚ‬m/ Š ab 1 .X /=m, the following COROLLARY 5.2. Assuming the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture, there is, for every scheme over a finite field, an exact sequence
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 2.4, we have
The corollary follows by comparing the niveau spectral sequences (5) and (7) with ‫=ޚ‬m-coefficients, and identifying the terms E 1 s;t with t n by the BeilinsonLichtenbaum conjecture.
Local fields.
Let k be the field of fractions of a henselian discrete valuation ring of characteristic 0 with finite residue field, for example a local field of mixed characteristic, and G the Galois group of k. 
The claim follows with the following lemma.
LEMMA 5.4 (Duality for Galois cohomology).
If G is the Galois group of N k=k, and C a complex of torsion G-modules, then there is a quasi-isomorphism
Indeed, the Yoneda pairing induces an isomorphism [34, I Th. 2.14]
for every G-module M , and the result for complexes follows by a spectral sequence argument.
Remark. If X is smooth of dimension d over a local field k of characteristic 0, Ᏺ is a locally constant m-torsion sheaf, and Ᏺ D WD Ᏼom.Ᏺ; d C1 m /, then we recover the perfect pairing of finite groups
This follows from Theorem 5.3, using Proposition 2.2, and the degeneration of the local-to-global spectral sequence of Ext-groups.
Let H K i .X; ‫=ޚ‬m/ be the i th homology of the Kato complex
Kato conjectures [22, Conj. 5.1] that the terms H K i .X; ‫=ޚ‬m/ vanish for X smooth and proper and i > 0. The same proof as for (14) gives COROLLARY 5.5. Assuming the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture, there is, for every scheme over a local field of characteristic 0, a long exact sequence,
Remark. If K is a r-local field of characteristic 0 such that the finite field in the definition of K has characteristic p, then one can use local duality for its Galois cohomology to prove a quasi-isomorphism R Hom X .Ᏺ; ‫ޚ‬ c X . r// Š R Hom Ab .R c .X; Ᏺ/; ‫/ޚ‬OE r 1 for torsion sheaves Ᏺ of order not divisible by p, generalizing a result of Deninger and Wingberg [10] .
6. Applications 6.1. Rojtman's theorem. We generalize Rojtman's theorem [33] , [38] to normal projective varieties. Our proof follows the line of Bloch [3] and Milne [33] . Let X be a proper scheme over an algebraically closed field. Then by [32, Prop. 4.16] there is an isomorphism H 1 .X et ; ‫=ޚ‬m/ Š Hom k . m ; Pic X /, where Hom k is the group of homomorphisms of flat group schemes over k. Let Pic X be the scheme representing line bundles, such that a power is algebraically equivalent to 0. Then the quotient Pic X = Pic X is a finitely generated free group, hence Hom k . m ; Pic X / Š Hom k . m ; Pic X /. The quotient C D Pic X = Pic 0;red X by the reduced part of the connected component is a finite group scheme, and Pic 0;red X is a smooth commutative algebraic group, which by Chevalley's theorem is an extension of an abelian variety
If . m Pic 0;red X / _ is the Cartier dual of the m-torsion part m Pic 0;red X , then by CartierNishi duality, we obtain a short exact sequence
Since ‫=ޚ‬m isétale, Hom k .G; ‫=ޚ‬m/ Š Hom Ab .G.k/; ‫=ޚ‬m/ for every finite group scheme G, hence taking Pontrjagin duals we arrive at
Let Alb X be the albanese variety in the sense of Serre [42] , i.e., the universal object for maps from X to abelian varieties. The universal map X ! Alb X induces the albanese map CH 0 .X / 0 ! Alb X .k/, which is covariantly functorial for maps between normal schemes. THEOREM 6.1. Let X be a normal scheme, projective over an algebraically closed field. Then the albanese map induces an isomorphism
The theorem re-proves and generalizes (to include the p-part) a result of S. Saito [40] . Our result differs from the results of Levine and Krishna-Srinivas [28] , [26] , who compare the torsion in the (cohomological) Chow group of LevineWeibel [30] to the torsion of the albanese variety in the sense of Lang-Weil, i.e., the universal object for rational maps from X to abelian varieties.
Proof. For normal, projective X, Pic 0;red X is an abelian variety by [17, Cor. 3.2] or [25, Rem. 5.6] , and its dual .Pic 0;red X / t is Alb X by [17, Th. 3.3] or [25, Rem. 5.25] . In particular, . m Pic 0;red X / _ D m Alb X . The usual argument of induction on the dimension [33, Lemma 2.1] shows that the albanese map is surjective on l n -torsion for every l, because a generic hyperplane section of a normal scheme is again normal [41] . Consider the diagram with exact rows arising from (12) and (17),
Since C is a finite group scheme, the lower left term vanishes in the colimit. Counting (finite) coranks we obtain CH 0 .X; ‫ޑ˝/1‬ l ‫ޚ=‬ l D 0, and an isomorphism tor CH 0 .X/ Š tor Alb X .k/. Since the albanese map is a map of divisible l-torsion groups of the same corank which is a surjection on l n -torsion, it must be an isomorphism.
If X is an arbitrary proper scheme, we define M 1 .X / to be the quotient of Pic 0;red X by its largest unipotent subgroup. Then we have a short exact sequence
where T X is a torus and A X an abelian variety. We let M 1 .X / be the dual of M 1 .X / in the category of 1-motives; see [8, 10] for the definition and basic properties.
Concretely, M 1 .X/ is the complex .
where .T X / is the character group of T X , A t X the dual abelian variety of A X , and f is given by pushing-out (18) along a given map T X ! ‫އ‬ m to obtain an element in Ext 
In our case, we obtain a short exact sequence (19) 0
If M and M _ are dual 1-motives, then Cartier duality gives a perfect pairing
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let X be a proper scheme over an algebraically closed field. Then there is an isomorphism
Proof. There are no homomorphisms and extensions between m and a unipotent group, hence
and the argument which leads to (17) gives a short exact sequence
The result follows because, in the colimit, the first term vanishes.
Example. Let C D E=0 P be an elliptic curve E with the points 0 and P identified to the point Q 2 C . Then from the long exact sequences for higher Chow groups andétale cohomology arising from the blow-up diagram
, and CH 0 .C; 1; ‫ޑ‬ l ‫ޚ=‬ l / has corank 3 for l 6 D char k. If P is not a torsion point, then CH 0 .C; ‫ޑ˝/1‬ l ‫ޚ=‬ l D 0 and l 1 CH 0 .C / has corank 3. Hence the maps
obtained from (19) have infinite cokernels, and tor CH 0 .C / cannot be parametrized by an abelian variety because it has odd corank. If P is an m-torsion point, then CH 0 .C; ‫ޚ=ޑ˝/1‬ D ‫ޚ=ޑ‬ and f and g are surjective with kernel ‫=ޚ‬m.
6.2. The fundamental group. Let X be a proper scheme over an algebraically closed field and consider the (pro-finite) fundamental group. Then we have an isomorphism .X / ! T CH 0 .X / ! 0: If X is normal, then taking the inverse limit in (17) , and using Theorem 6.1, we see that this sequence agrees with the sequence For geometrically connected X over a perfect field k, the dual of the HochschildSerre spectral sequence H s .k; H t . x X et ; ‫//ޚ=ޑ‬ ) H sCt .X et ; ‫/ޚ=ޑ‬ gives an exact sequence
which is short exact if X has a k-rational point [24, Lemma 1], or if k is finite, local, or global, because then H 2 .k et ; ‫/ޚ=ޑ‬ D 0. By the argument in [24] , the sequence (21) implies that ab 1 .X k N k/ Gal.k/ is finite if k is absolutely finitely generated and X is proper and normal.
Let X be a proper scheme over a finite field k with Galois group G. Let ab 1 .X / 0 be the kernel of ab 1 .X / ! G, and CH 0 .X / 0 the subgroup of cycles of degree zero of CH 0 .X /. PROPOSITION 6.3. If X is proper and geometrically connected over a finite field, then we have a short exact sequence
If X is normal, then these groups are finite, and the right-hand term agrees with Alb X .k/.
Proof. By (22) , it suffices to calculate the cokernel of 1 F on the sequence (20), for F the Frobenius, and to show that
In particular,
Proof. For a closed embedding i W Z ! X with open complement j W U ! X, R Ᏼom.j Š Ᏺ; Ᏻ/ Š j Š R Ᏼom.Ᏺ; j Ᏻ/, hence Ᏸ.Ᏸ.j Š j Ᏻ// Š j Š Ᏸ.Ᏸ.j Ᏻ// on the one hand, and R Ᏼom.i Ᏺ; Ᏻ/ Š i R Ᏼom.Ᏺ; Ri Š Ᏻ/ hence Ᏸ.Ᏸ.i i Ᏻ// Š i Ᏸ.Ᏸ.i Ᏻ// on the other hand. Thus we can use devissage to reduce to the case that Ᏻ Š ‫=ޚ‬m on a smooth and proper scheme X of dimension d over k. , then the localization sequence for cohomology with compact support gives a short exact sequence
and it follows that the dual
The smallétale site does not give well-behaved extension groups for nonconstructible sheaves. See Kato [21] for a good duality using the relative perfect site.
One dimensional bases
For the remainder of the paper we assume the validity of the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture. Let S be a connected one-dimensional regular scheme such that all closed points have perfect residue fields, and the generic point Á has characteristic 0 (the case that S is a curve over a finite field is covered by Theorem 5.1). The dimension of an irreducible scheme is the relative dimension over S ; in particular, an irreducible scheme of dimension d over Á has dimension d C 1 over S , and the complex ‫ޚ‬ c X .n/ restricted to the generic fiber would be the complex ‫ޚ‬ c X Á .n 1/OE2 if it were viewed relative to the generic point. THEOREM 7.1. Let S be a strictly henselian discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic with algebraically closed residue field. If X is essentially of finite type over S and n Ä 0, then ‫ޚ‬ c X .n/.X / Š R.X et ; ‫ޚ‬ c X .n//. Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that ‫ޚ‬ c .n/.Spec F / Š R.Spec F et ; ‫ޚ‬ c .n// for an extension of finite transcendence degree d of the residue field of the closed point or the generic point of S, because ‫ޚ‬ c X .n/ has the localization property for schemes of finite type over a discrete valuation ring by Levine [29] . The case that F lies over the closed point was treated in the proof of Theorem 3.1, hence we can assume that F lies over Á. We have to show that the map H i .F; ‫ޚ‬ c .n// ! H i .F et ; ‫ޚ‬ c .n// is an isomorphism for all i . (It is important to remember that we use dimension relative to S here, so that F is a limit of schemes of dimension d C 1.) Rationally, Zariski andétale hypercohomology of the motivic complex agree. With mod m-coefficients, we get the isomorphism from the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture for i d C 1 C n. On the other hand, by Proposition 2. Proof. a) Since the statement is local for theétale topology, we can assume that S is strictly henselian local. Let s D Spec k be the closed point, Á be the generic point, and X s and X Á be the closed and generic fiber, respectively. We first treat the case Z D X s , U D X Á . Consider the following map of distinguished triangles, where the global section functor is with respect to theétale topology, The horizontal triangles are distinguished by the above, and the outer vertical triangles are distinguished by Corollary 3.3. Hence the middle vertical triangle is distinguished as well. Part b) is proved exactly like Corollary 3.2, using Theorem 7.1. THEOREM 7.3. Let f W X ! S be a scheme over a Dedekind ring of mixed characteristic with perfect residue fields. Then for every torsion sheaf Ᏺ on X , and n Ä 0, there is a quasi-isomorphism THEOREM 7.8. For every scheme f W X ! B and torsion sheaf Ᏺ on X , we have a quasi-isomorphism Over the spectrum of a number ring, higher Chow groups CH i .X; n/ are defined as the Zariski-hypercohomology of the complex z n . ; /, and Kato-homology H Proof. a) Since the statement is local for theétale topology, we can assume that S is strictly henselian and that Ᏻ is a constant sheaf of the form ‫=ޚ‬m. Then the proof of Theorem 7.3 works in this situation. b) follows from a) as in Corollary 4.7, and c) is proved as in Theorem 6.5.
